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Development and Preliminary Content Validation of ENGAGE as an Assessment of Preschool
Interactions and Active Engagement
Abstract
ENGAGE is in development as a web-based observation system with core features we
believe will facilitate its use as a scalable assessment-to-action coaching and instructional
support system in preschool classrooms. ENGAGE assesses adult interaction practices and
children’s active engagement such that classroom teams receive data to inform their intentional
design and delivery of embedded instruction that can be made more effective for children’s
developmental needs through differentiation and intensification. For this study, we describe
important precursors to evaluating other psychometric properties within an argument-based
approach to validation. We used iterative cycles to gather evidence to refine and validate the
content of our measurement targets (i.e., adult interaction practices and child active engagement)
as well as constructs (i.e., groupings of practices by theorized mechanisms). Following two
iterative rounds using online questionnaires, responses from participants representing intended
users of ENGAGE generally demonstrated consistency with our definitions and
conceptualizations, with more varied responses for child engagement. We discuss our procedures
and results in terms of reducing measurement error that may be attributable to measurement
targets in advance of future examinations of observation conditions (e.g., observer training,
session duration) and situational variance (e.g., instructional pedagogy, adult-child ratios) that
are often influential within observation-based assessments.
Key words: engagement, interaction, embedded learning, observation, preschool
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To create meaningful learning opportunities for young children with developmental
delays or disabilities in early childhood classrooms, early childhood educators must be
intentional and systematic in their selection and use of developmentally appropriate practices.
This selection and use requires both a foundation of high-quality practices that are effective for
all children and approaches to intensifying practice use to meet the needs of specific children
(Shepley & Grisham-Brown, 2019). The foundation of effective universal practices includes
thoughtfully arranging the environment, using preventative practices, and being responsive
within interactions (Hemmeter et al., 2007). From that foundation, intensifying intervention for
specific children involves attending to the ways that children’s instructional needs (i.e., visual
models, dense repetitions, prompting) and modes of responding (i.e., verbal, visual, gestural,
written) can be leveraged to promote children’s generalized use of skills. More specifically,
intensified practice use by adults should intentionally create opportunities for children to acquire
and demonstrate skills across: (a) different instructional routines (e.g., large group vs.
exploratory play), (b) different criteria for success (e.g., imitating a hand raise in response to a
question vs. imitating a series of movements with a song), and (c) different stimuli eliciting
behaviors (e.g., a visual schedule vs. verbal direction; e.g., Conroy et al., 2014; MacSuga-Gage
& Simonsen, 2015). When the need for differentiated and intensified practice use intersects with
the diversity of the instructional context and classroom teams’ professional roles in early
childhood settings (Johnson, 2017), the degree to which teams are prepared to effectively
promote opportunities for children with developmental delays or disabilities to master needed
skills requires attention.
To foster more effective use of practices across adults and instructional routines, early
childhood classroom teams may benefit from valid and reliable assessment of their own practice
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use and its impact on children’s engagement and skill use. This kind of assessment may not only
draw a team’s attention to what research-supported practices are being used or not, but perhaps
more importantly, also to how their use of those practices may facilitate or hinder children’s
engagement in critical, differentiated, and intensified learning opportunities. Although several
global classroom quality measures exist that broadly assess practice use (e.g., Classroom
Assessment Scoring System [CLASS]; Pianta et al., 2006), there is still a need for an
observation-based classroom assessment that facilitates monitoring of how classroom teams use
specific research-supported practices relative to children’s engagement that demonstrates skill
use. This type of dual assessment of adult and child performance within one system may
contribute to improved impact on children’s developmental outcomes through better alignment
across universal practice use, differentiated use within approaches to intensifying intervention,
and children’s active engagement that demonstrates use of skills. To address this need and
support alignment, our team is currently developing ENGAGE, a web-based, direct observation
assessment system that includes several core features necessary for supporting the move from
assessment to action.
Core Features of an Assessment-to-Action Observation System
Figure 1 provides our representation of four core features of the ENGAGE system that
we conceptualize as necessary to producing actionable information based on data gathered using
the assessment system. The first core feature is the assessment of individual practice elements
(PEs) that create discrete learning opportunities within and across routines (Carta & Greenwood,
1985). This feature involves assessing adults’ use of observable interaction behaviors that
promote active engagement and facilitate learning, rather than broad collections of intervention
strategies (e.g., social skills training, incidental teaching). Like definitions posed by others (e.g.,
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Chorpita & Deleiden, 2009; Sutherland et al., 2019), we define PEs as the individual observable
actions associated with an evidence-based program that educators deliver, in isolation or in
combination, to achieve desired student outcomes. Examples of PEs in early childhood include
praise, opportunities to respond, and comments that follow-in on a child’s attentional focus
(DEC/NAEYC, 2009). When research supported PEs are incorporated into the classroom
interactions between adults and children, the form those interactions take create the mechanism
through which learning opportunities may or may not be effective. A mechanism is defined as
the process through which a PE operates to affect desired outcomes (Lewis et al., 2018). PEs
used by adults to provide explicit opportunities that support children to demonstrate skills in
ways that are frequent, responsive, and differentiated are important aspects of an effective
learning process (DEC/NAEYC, 2009).

The second core feature necessary to providing actionable information is assessment that
includes the performance of each adult who comprises the classroom instructional team to make
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decisions about supportive actions needed to improve children’s outcomes (Carta & Greenwood,
1985). By including all classroom team members (e.g., related service providers, assistants,
special educators), this assessment approach facilitates examinations of the degree to which
specific adults are using practices within and across different instructional routines as part of a
system of support that aligns foundational universal practice use with differentiated and
intensified practice use. As such, the team may also consider how children’s outcomes may be
impacted relative to not only what practices are present, but how the frequency and type of
practices used differentiate and intensify learning opportunities.
Explicit consideration for how teams intensify learning opportunities is the third core
feature of our assessment-to-action system. Key dimensions for intensifying instruction and
intervention (Fuchs et al., 2017) may function as determinants of the effect learning
opportunities may or may not have on children’s outcomes. Determinants are factors, often
malleable, that enable or hinder whether practice use achieves desired intervention effects or
outcomes (Lewis et al., 2018). The ability of key determinants to help explain why practice use
may or may not have had an effect underscores their importance in ENGAGE. Therefore,
ENGAGE is being developed to facilitate examinations of practice use relative to four key
determinants: (a) dosage of opportunities created for children to display skills and receive
feedback, (b) transfer of skills to other formats and contexts, (c) comprehensiveness of the
explicit instructional principles within the intervention, and (d) behavioral supports fostering
self-regulation and minimizing nonproductive behavior (Fuchs et al., 2017).
A fourth and final core feature is the direct assessment of children’s active engagement.
The dual assessment of adult and child behavior within ENGAGE is intended to provide
classroom teams with a means for monitoring their practice use relative to an important mediator
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of children’s learning—active engagement (e.g., Vitiello & Williford, 2016). This real-time data
on child engagement supports the team in making empirically informed decisions to adapt,
differentiate, and/or intensify practice use within and across routines when necessary.
Developing an Observational Assessment of Preschool Learning Opportunities: ENGAGE
ENGAGE is a web-based direct observation assessment system being designed for
practitioner and researcher use within professional development systems to assess how educators
within preschool classrooms deliver intentional learning opportunities in service of promoting
active engagement needed to improve children’s outcomes. To offer specific information about
adult use of interaction PEs and child active engagement, ENGAGE complements, not replaces,
global measures of classroom quality (e.g., CLASS; Pianta et al., 2006). Observation sessions
with ENGAGE use feasible time-sampling approaches (Lane & Ledford, 2014) of approximately
15-minute sessions in up to three different types of preschool instructional contexts—adultdirected large group, adult-directed small group, and child-directed exploratory play. Within an
observation session, observers use ENGAGE to monitor adult and child behaviors. Figure 2
provides examples of the ENGAGE observation screens. The top panel provides an example of
the main observation screen used to monitor adult’s use of key interaction PEs through event
recording of practice use as observed in real-time with children. The bottom panel of Figure 2
provides an example of how child behavior is monitored for specific focal children as well as the
whole class using momentary time-sampling (Wood et al., 2016). While testing of ENGAGE is
underway to determine the optimal sampling of engagement within an observation session,
current capabilities allow observers to select an interval of one to five minutes to determine how
frequently to assess engagement within an observation session.
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Types of Adult Interaction Practice Elements Monitored with ENGAGE
Informed by the literature (e.g., Epstein, 2007; DEC/NAEYC, 2009; Pianta & Hamre,
2009), the research team identified and grouped adult interaction PEs into three types based on
specific mechanisms through which each PE is expected to influence children’s learning (see
Table 1 for definitions and measurement approach). The first type, adult-led interaction PEs,
includes specific practices that are antecedents to a child’s behavior that promote more frequent
and varied active child responses as an important mechanism for producing change in children’s
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outcomes (DEC/NAEYC, 2009; Epstein, 2007). The second type, child-led interaction PEs,
include practices that occur in response to a child’s attentional focus to build on a child’s interest
and/or in the moment behavior as the mechanism for facilitating improved outcomes
(DEC/NAEYC, 2009). The final grouping, differentiated scaffolds, includes clusters of practices
(e.g., prompting, visual supports) that, when multiple PEs within a cluster (e.g., verbal promoting
and gestural prompting) are delivered by adults, create differentiated ways of supporting a
variety of children in engaging in learning through active participation (Barton & Smith, 2015;
Burchinal, 2018; DEC/NAEYC, 2009). Therefore, we conceptualize the use of multiple PEs to
provide differentiated scaffolding, or levels of support, as the mechanism for producing changes
in children’s outcomes. In the early stages of the development process for ENGAGE, both the
form and conceptual groupings of the adult interaction PEs into types were reviewed and refined
based on feedback from nationally recognized experts in preschool learning environments.
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Children’s Active Engagement
Children’s active engagement is the behavior of interest given that engagement is an
important mediator of learning and, given our definition, includes important demonstrations of
children’s skill use (e.g., using objects in ways aligned to the activity, demonstrating motor
responses, participating in an interaction). Given the intended use of ENGAGE to support more
effective embedded learning opportunities for all children, though especially for those with
delays or disabilities, the definition and measurement within ENGAGE emphasizes aspects of
active engagement rather than passive engagement. Passive engagement is often described as the
child appropriately participating in the environment without manipulating objects or verbalizing,
including behaviors such as watching others (e.g., Kemp et al., 2013). In contrast, active
engagement is broadly defined as manipulating materials or vocalizing appropriately given the
activity or context, for example, counting aloud or rolling play dough (Kemp et al., 2013). To
minimize error that may be attributed to observers needing to make inferences about the universe
of child behaviors that may represent active engagement, a decision-guide was developed for
determining if a child is displaying active engagement or not during at each interval. The main
aspects of the decision guide are shown in the lower panel of Figure 2. The research team
developed each aspect of the decision guide with definitions that allowed for variability in the
form of a child’s behavior; based on either the child’s developmental skills or aspects of the
instructional routine. With this guide, observers determine if a child is not actively engaged
rather than if they are actively engaged thereby, in effect, ensuring that any and all observable
forms of active engagement showing developmentally appropriate skill use are captured. In the
early stages of development for ENGAGE, like with the adult interaction PEs, expert researchers
and stakeholders reviewed and provided feedback on the engagement observation decision guide
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and measurement approach that contributed to refinements in advance of further testing.
Measurement Approaches Aligned to Intended Use and Guiding Validation
The adult interaction PEs included in ENGAGE (see Table 1) are shared by many
evidence-based programs and practices along continuums of support (e.g., Shepley & GrishamBrown, 2019), creating greater opportunities to leverage PEs as mechanisms of change. To
promote more intentional creation of learning opportunities for children through delivery of adult
interaction PEs guided by key determinants (e.g., dosage, transfer, etc.), the measurement
approaches included within ENGAGE needed to be different than traditional classroom
assessment systems. Our measurement model shifts away from traditional rating schemes and
assessment of a singular lead educator (e.g., Pianta & Hamre, 2009) to assess the use of PEs by
all adults across instructional routines. ENGAGE relies on event recording of occurrence and
frequency of practice use by each adult who is part of the routine delivery of instruction in the
classroom and observation. This approach to measurement creates an assessment system in
which researchers and educators may examine data summaries with consideration of key
determinants relative to the specific mechanisms for learning (i.e., adult-led, child-led, and
differentiated support). For example, ENGAGE data may be used to examine the: (a) ways adults
with different professional roles (e.g., teacher, occupational therapist) contribute variance to the
instruction and learning opportunities through variable use of PEs that may facilitate or hinder
determinants (e.g., transfer); (b) ways delivery of different types of PEs vary by instructional
routine, professional role, type of program, adult-child ratio, and observation occasion to
optimize dosage and comprehensiveness; and (c) effects and outcomes different interaction PEs
may produce when each determinant is part of an intensified intervention plan to meet individual
children’s developmental needs. With these potential data uses in mind, attending to how
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observers and classroom teams may interpret targets of measurement and resulting scores is
important to achieving our goal of ENGAGE functioning as an assessment to action system
within continuums of support (Kane, 2013). Combined with the goal of creating a scalable
system, minimizing measurement error associated with the targets of measurement is an
important precursor within our argument-based approach to validation before evaluating other
psychometric properties such as stability, criterion-related validity, and inter-observer reliability
(Kane, 2013).
A Need for Alternative Approaches to Gathering Content and Construct Validity Evidence
A systematic, argument-based approach (Kane, 2013) to the selection and validation of
the content within the current version of ENGAGE involved: (a) systematic reviews of the
literature, (b) iterative development and testing of definitions applied to a variety of classrooms,
(c) expert and stakeholder review, and (d) iterative cycles gathering evidence to validate the
content and operationalized definitions. Manuscripts detailing the literature supporting selection
of the adult interaction PEs and conceptualization of child engagement, as well as the observer
training manual, are available from the first author. This paper focuses on describing the iterative
cycles used to gather evidence that helped to refine and validate the content (i.e., adult
interaction PEs and child active engagement) as well as constructs (i.e., groupings of PEs by
mechanism) as important precursors to evaluating other psychometric properties.
In traditional approaches to assessment development, researchers often evaluate
individual items to determine the degree to which each item assesses the intended assessment
targets and then evaluate groupings of items to determine if those groupings represent the
intended theoretically-derived construct. Within ENGAGE, the individual items are the adult and
child behaviors that are assessed using event recording of simple occurrence/non-occurrence or
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frequency of occurrence (see Table 1). Given the intended use of ENGAGE, validating that the
operational definitions of each item clearly and consistently lead observers to identify the
intended target behavior when it is observed is a salient and important precursor to subsequent
examinations of other types of validity and reliability evidence needed to support inferences and
use. Therefore, we needed to develop an approach that facilitated evaluation of the degree to
which our brief definitions for each item facilitated accurate identification of behaviors across
multiple exemplars without needing extensive training. Similarly, validating that the individual
items within the assessment system could be arranged to represent meaningful groupings is
another important aspect of forming a validity argument that supports inferences that are
consistent with the intended use of the assessment (Kline, 2005). In traditional approaches, how
related items are as a measure of a construct is often evaluated using a variety of statistical
approaches (e.g., confirmatory factor analysis, Kline, 2005). In contrast, for ENGAGE, the adult
interaction PEs are not grouped because they purport to assess the same construct, but rather,
they leverage the same theorized mechanism supporting learning. Therefore, it is not expected
that individual interaction PEs will be correlated, which makes traditional approaches to
establishing the factor structure and construct validity of an instrument untenable for ENGAGE.
As such, we needed to develop a new approach to establish the underlying factor structure of
ENGAGE as a precursor to developing scoring and reporting components that support the
inferences researchers and practitioners using the system will make.
Research Questions
Given the measurement approaches of ENGAGE, traditional approaches to validating the
performance of specific items as part of an assessment system were insufficient. Yet, when
ENGAGE is taken to scale, it remains necessary to validate the measurement approach and
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reduce measurement error attributed to variability in how users make inferences about the
presence of observable behaviors relative to operationalized definitions of PEs, groupings of PEs
by type, and active engagement. Our team used an iterative process to understand the extent to
which the performance of ENGAGE intended users was consistent with the defined adult and
child behaviors proposed by the research team for observation-based assessment within
ENGAGE as they: (a) identify adult-led and child-led interaction PEs, (b) identify differentiated
scaffold PEs, (c) categorize PEs into practice types, and (d) identify a child as actively engaged.
Method
Our team iteratively developed and deployed two rounds of questionnaires to answer
each part of the research question, yielding eight questionnaires. Round 1 represented initial
definitions of adult-led and child-led PEs, differentiated scaffolds, practice types, and active
engagement. The results of Round 1 informed changes to definitions that were then included in
the Round 2 questionnaires. Round 2 represented refinements with a goal of demonstrating
clarity of definitions and establishing preliminary validity evidence.
Recruitment Procedures
For Round 1, our team recruited intended users (i.e., researchers and practitioners) inperson and online using three outlets: (a) an in-person exhibit booth at a national early
intervention professional organization conference, (b) an email to a statewide professional
development listserv for early childhood practitioners, and (c) an email to participants from the
ongoing field test of ENGAGE. After revising definitions based on the findings from Round 1,
we recruited a new sample of participants for Round 2 through the same professional
development listserv and participants in the ongoing field test. We also recruited through two
additional online outlets: (a) an email to the national early intervention professional association
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membership list and (b) web-based postings to subgroups of a national professional organization.
Administration Procedures
For Round 1, two sets of administration procedures were used that varied by the
recruitment method. For in-person recruitment (i.e., exhibit booth), to create an even distribution
of participation across tasks, a member of the research team selected which task the participant
would complete. We provided participants with a tablet that contained the questionnaire and
headphones for listening to videos within the task. For online recruitment (i.e., listserv and fieldtest participants), individuals were provided with a link to the project website that included all
four surveys. We instructed these participants to complete as many tasks as they chose, in any
order, over a two-week period. The combination of approaches led to an unequal distribution of
participants across tasks (i.e., some tasks had more participants than others).
Round 2 was entirely web-based recruitment. Participants were provided with a link to
access the questionnaires. Upon clicking the link and consenting to participate, participants were
randomly assigned to a set of two of the four tasks. We chose this approach to (a) reduce the load
on participants and (b) facilitate an equal distribution of participants across tasks.
Participants
Table 2 includes an overview of the professional roles and work settings for participants
for all questionnaires when provided. For Round 1, questionnaires received responses from 23 to
53 participants depending on the task. Of those providing demographic information, the majority
were female (M = 93%, range 88 – 96%) and White (M = 92%, range 74 – 100%) with a
master’s degree or higher (M = 69%, range 60 - 76%). Of the four tasks, respondents to the
Practice Types (PT) task included the most racial diversity with four identifying as Bi-Racial,
two as Asian, and one as Black. For Round 2, we grouped the tasks such that 42 participants
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randomly received the PT task and the Differentiated Scaffolds (DS) task while 40 participants
randomly received the Adult-Led PEs (AL), Child-Led PEs (CL), and Active Engagement (AE)
tasks. Most participants in Round 2 provided demographic information. That majority were
female (M = 99%, range 98 – 100%) and White (M = 89%, range 86 – 93%) with a masters
degree or higher (M = 87%, range 86 – 88%). Of the two tasks, respondents to the PT/DS
questionnaire included the most racial diversity with four identifying as Black and one as BiRacial.

Instruments
For all tasks, participants completed an online questionnaire in Qualtrics™ (2015), which
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included an introduction to the task, a consent form, the task itself (described below), and an
opportunity to provide demographic information. Within each questionnaire, participants were
presented with written definitions, and videos that were carefully selected and edited to highlight
the focal behavior (adult interaction PEs, child engagement). We trimmed videos to highlight
just one behavior whenever possible and embedded arrows to point to the focal child or adult.
Qualtrics™ randomized the order of all items and response options across participants and tasks.
For the Identifying Adult-led and Child-led PEs task, participants were first provided with
an overview of the eight AL and CL PEs. For each item, participants were presented an array of
four adult interaction PEs and their definitions. After reviewing the definitions, they were asked
to watch a short video clip. When the clip was finished, they were provided with the same list of
four adult interaction PEs and asked to identify which of the four they saw the focal adult use. In
Round 1, there were a total of nine items (7 practices shown one time; 1 practice—praise—was
mistakenly shown two times). In Round 2, there were a total of seven items, one for each
practice, as FI-OTR and OTR were collapsed into one category.
For the Identifying Differentiated Scaffolds PEs task, participants were first provided with
an overview of the four clusters of practices within DS (e.g., visual supports, prompting) and the
specific adult interaction PEs within those sets. For each item, participants were provided with an
array of four DS PEs (e.g., mode of interaction – gesture, prompting – gestural, etc.) and their
definitions. After reviewing the definitions, participants watched a short video clip. When the
clip was finished, they were provided with the same list of the four DS PEs and asked to identify
which one of the four they saw the adult use. In Round 1 and 2, there were a total of 14 PEs
displayed across respondents with no modifications between rounds.
For the Categorizing PEs by Type task, participants were shown definitions of three
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practice types (i.e., AL, CL, & DS), 8 adult-led and child-led PEs, and the four DS clusters. We
then asked participants to complete a closed sort to categorize each PE into one of the three
practice types. No information was provided regarding how many PEs should be placed in each
category. The Round 2 surveys were identical in format with two changes. Because follow-in
OTR was not consistently distinguished from OTR, follow-in OTR was removed for a total of 11
PEs. In addition, definitions for a three PEs (i.e., modeling, pre-teaching, and responsive action)
were updated in response to the findings from Round 1.
For the Identifying Active Engagement task, we provided participants with a brief
orientation to the ENGAGE definition of active engagement and two activities. In the first
activity, we provided a definition of a specific element of active engagement (i.e., body use,
material use, participation in an interaction) within the decision guide. Participants then watched
a short video clip and were asked to decide whether the child in the clip was actively engaged
with respect to that element. For each element, participants completed two items with
corresponding videos which were randomly selected from a set of three. In the second activity,
we provided a definition of active engagement that described how to apply the decision guide to
consider all of the elements in determining whether a child was actively engaged. We provided a
brief video example of how and when to look for each element to determine if a child is actively
engaged. After viewing the video example, participants were asked to apply the decision-making
guide to a random selection of three (of five) example videos and determine whether the child
was actively engaged. In Round 2, we made two modifications: (a) we added a video explanation
that more clearly delineated the difference between active and passive engagement, and (b) we
refined the definition of full physical prompting described with the decision guide.
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Results
Identifying Individual Adult-led and Child-led Interaction PEs
Table 3 provides the results of both Round 1 and Round 2. In Round 1, except for
opportunity to respond (OTR), approximately 70% or more of the responses, averaged across
individual items for each PE, were consistent with our proposed definitions. For OTR, averaged
across both items, only 34.6% of respondents correctly identified OTRs. In reviewing the
responses to these items, 39% (n=5) of responses in item 1 and 46% (n=6) responses in item 2
selected follow-in opportunity to respond (FI-OTR), suggesting that participants were not
consistently distinguishing when an OTR was adult-led or child-led. Given this difficulty and
that FI-OTR overlapped in content with OTR, our team removed FI-OTR as a PE and refined the
definition of OTR. We did not make any other changes to definitions for the six other PEs.
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In Round 2 and for six of the seven PEs, 85% (e.g., modeling) to 95% (e.g., follow-in
comment) of responses were consistent with our proposed definition. For one PE, responsive
action, only 60% (item 1, n=12) and 65% (item 2, n=13) of responses were consistent with our
proposed definition. For these questions, a brief OTR also occurred within the video, which was
the option selected by those that did not select responsive action. While our team worked to
ensure that only one PE was represented in each video and given that PEs often occur in quick
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succession, there was no video available with a responsive action that did not also include an
educator using an OTR. Though OTR should not have been included as an option in the array of
response options to test the responsive action PE, this does at least provide evidence that this
group of participants could consistently identify each of the AL and CL PEs.
Identifying Differentiated Scaffolds
Table 3 provides the means for Round 1 and Round 2 for each set of PEs comprising DS.
Across the four sets of PEs, a mean of 80.1% to 91.3% of responses, averaged across individual
items within each set, were consistent with our proposed definitions. Within each set, our
randomization process yielded an uneven distributions of responses for specific PEs comprising
a set. Therefore, we secured a larger sample for Round 2, with sample sizes of 20 to 21 per item
across the four sets of DS practices. Again, across the four sets of PEs, a mean of 80.8% to
94.7% of responses that were consistent with our proposed definitions. Like the previous tasks,
the results suggest that this group of participants could consistently identify each of the PEs
within the four sets DS practices.
Categorizing Practice Types
Figure 3 displays the results to the Round 1 and Round 2. In Round 1, for nine out of 12
PEs, 70% (n=38) or more of responses were sorted in a manner consistent with our proposed
categorization. For three PEs, less than 60% of responses from participants were consistent with
the researcher defined categories: (a) responsive action (n=31), (b) pre-teaching (n=30), and (c)
modeling (n=16). Given the low degree of consistency, we refined the definitions of these three
practices for Round 2. In Round 2, we presented 11 PEs (FI-OTR removed given PE
identification task) and all 11 PEs had at least 70% of responses that were consistent with our
proposed categorization. This result suggested that this group of individuals could distinguish
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between the practice types and categorize PEs into AL, CL, and DS in ways that were consist
with the researchers’ conceptualizations.

Identifying Children’s Active Engagement
Table 3 provides the results of the Round 1 and Round 2. For the first activity in Round 1
(i.e., identifying a child as actively engaged or not based on a singular aspect of the decision
guide) and averaged across all items within an aspect, more than 80% of responses were
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consistent in with our proposed determination of actively engaged or not. For the second activity
in Round 1 (i.e., applying the decision guide within 5 items), the results were mixed. In
reviewing responses by item, only 20% (n=3) for item 2, 47% (n=7) for item 3, and 0% of
responses for item 5 were consistent. Across these items, participants often indicated a child was
actively engaged if they were passively engaged (e.g., sitting and looking at a teacher while the
teacher read a book). Given that ENGAGE is designed to capture active engagement, we
recognized this response pattern as a need to operationalize our definition of active engagement
more clearly. Therefore, in Round 2, we determined it was necessary for us to include an
additional video that more clearly delineated (a) the need for the context to be set for active
engagement and (b) that passive engagement did not fit our criteria for engagement.
For the first activity in Round 2, results were, on average, 8% lower than Round 1 across
all items. For the second activity in Round 2, the results continued to be mixed across all five
questions. There were improvements in answering item 2 (44%, n=11) and item 5 (25%, n=6)
but a decrease in consistent responding in item 3 (23%, n=7).
Discussion and Implications
In this article, we described one-step of our iterative development process of ENGAGE, a
web-based observational system designed to capture specific aspects of learning opportunities
provided in preschool classrooms with the intent to support all children’s learning, though
especially those children with disabilities and delays. Features of this system combine with the
intended use to create a need for us to develop novel approaches to validating definitions and
conceptual groupings of measurement targets (i.e., adult interaction PEs and child active
engagement) that are foundational to the way data produced by the system will be used to make
inferences and guide actions of instructional teams (Kane, 2013). Therefore, within our
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argument-based approach to validation, we used iterative cycles of tasks within multiple brief
questionnaires. The tasks created opportunities for us to propose and refine our definitions to
validate that intended users are consistently able to recognize the interaction PEs and children’s
active engagement assessed within the system. By reducing measurement error that may be
attributed to the definitions of the measurement targets within the observation system, we expect
that subsequent examinations of reliability and validity relative to use of ENGAGE will
contribute to more precise evaluations of other conditions of administration (e.g., observer
training, session duration) and scoring (e.g., stability, reliability; Kane 2013).
The results of this study support the validity of our specification and conceptualization of
key interaction PEs that adults may use in preschool classrooms to create learning opportunities
for children. This type of psychometric testing is an important component of preparing an
observational assessment to be taken to scale for the intended use (Pianta & Hamre, 2009).
Therefore, findings of this study provide preliminary validity evidence that educators can
identify the varying forms of interaction PEs when present within the typical conditions of a
preschool classroom provide an essential foundation for subsequent evaluations given the ability
to reduce variability that may be attributed to the observers, a strength over global rating systems
(Pianta & Hamre, 2009). Without this type of evaluation, future examinations of educators’
ability to reliably use the system may incorrectly attribute lower reliability to the conditions of
the observation (e.g., type of classroom, number of adults present, type of instructional routine)
rather than the way the targets of measurement were specified for observers.
The measurement approach within ENGAGE also facilitates assessment that may be
more sensitive to individual adult and situational variance than global ratings (Pianta & Harme,
2009), which is essential to interpretations and use that help to optimize ongoing and embedded
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learning opportunities for individual children. Combining discrete and directly observed practice
use with our approach to grouping practices by type and sampling across instructional routines
reduces the inferences classroom teams need to make when exploring how to use ENGAGE to
inform instructional decisions (Kane, 2013). In addition to data about the use of specific
interaction PEs, the validation of our groupings of PEs into three practice types (adult-led, childled, and differentiate scaffolding) based on theorized mechanisms through which learning may
be facilitated may contribute to more effective instructional decisions based on ENGAGE data.
By making learning mechanisms more explicit and displaying use of specific interaction PEs by
different adults across instructional routines, classroom teams may begin to make instructional
decisions about use of interaction PEs in more intentional ways to facilitate active engagement
and improved outcomes through differentiated and intensified delivery of learning opportunities.
Validating our approach to specifying children’s active engagement and the associated
decision guide provided mixed results. Though educators in this study were able to identify
discrete aspects of children’s engagement (e.g., body use, materials use, participation in an
interaction) in ways that were relatively consistent, their performance utilizing the full decision
guide to decide whether a child was actively engaged was less consistent with the research team.
There are multiple possible explanations for this, all of which warrant further examination within
future testing. For example, the construct of engagement is widely recognized as a complex
construct that may encompass an array of observable and unobservable behaviors relative to the
theoretical paradigm underscoring engagement as a measurement target within different use
cases (Fredreicks et al., 2004). As such, it is quite possible that educators were drawing on
different paradigms when asked to make an overall determination rather assess one specific
aspect. It is also possible that the decision guide is too complex for educators to be fluent in its
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use based on the very brief introduction provided to them as part of this study. In which case,
there is a need to evaluate if more robust training procedures mitigate this issue.
Limitations and Future Directions
There are limitations to this study that also highlight opportunities for future work. The
persistence of lower degrees of consistency with the research team and some variability in
responses, despite refined definitions, may be a result of videos including use of more than one
practice. Though PEs are defined as discrete behaviors that do not overlap in their definitional
form, use of certain PEs do often overlap in delivery in naturally occurring classroom
interactions. For example, in a classroom, a structured choice may be offered in a way that
invites a response using a gestural mode of interaction, representing two important PEs that
would both be recorded in real-world use of ENGAGE. Nevertheless, for our purposes, oversight
of this type of dynamic occurrence of multiple PEs and failure to properly control the array of
response options available to participants may explain some of the inconsistencies and variability
within our study. We also acknowledge that though we intentionally sought participants who
represent intended user groups, our recruitment methods likely contributed to a racially and
culturally homogeneous sample. Future work to examine how data are used to establish
performance expectations and inform instructional decision-making will need to attend to how
race and culture factor into observer recordings of behaviors as well as how classroom teams use
those data. We also acknowledge that the nature of the tasks and varied contexts for participation
may also contribute to varied and somewhat mixed findings. Future work is needed to examine
how the provision of information and practice opportunities within a formal training process may
contribute to greater consistency beyond refinements to definitions. Despite these limitations, we
believe this work holds promise as one aspect of preparing a scalable observation system that
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leverages the variability of educators’ situational interactions (Pianta & Harme, 2009) as a means
for enhancing embedded learning opportunities for children who are most in need of intentional,
differentiated, and intensified instruction.
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